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Author's response to reviews:

Again, we thank both reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions. We realized the final modifications suggested (see below) and went through the manuscript formatting checklist again, which caused us to change to formatting of the tables.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments to reviewer Stefan Glasauer:

1.1  Suggested action (S): remove contradiction between statement on page 6 concerning the body tilt range across which data were averaged and statement on page 7.
    Action taken (A): we removed the word "whole" from the sentence on page 6, paragraph 1 and from a sentence on page 7, paragraph 3.

1.2  S: mention and describe Figure 2 before the paragraph describing average leg-to-trunk orientation in the main text.
    A: we changed the logical sequence of the section describing the results of the leg-to-trunk posture analysis. The description of Figures 1 and 2 are mentioned at the beginning of paragraph 3, page 7, before the statistical results are summerized.

1.3  S: correct spelling mistake on page 13, paragraph 1.
    A: the spelling mistake was corrected.